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Dune London Maridel £195 
www.dunelondon.com
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Wedding Table 
TruGlow 
Candle Lifestyle
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Dirk Schmerler
Lovely white
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Photo: @tlb.fotografie
Model: @seherenia 9
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Robe de mariée

Wardrobe credits:
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Album £39
 12
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MARTIN
Rhianna

Silvia Designs
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VEGAN LEATHER 
MULTI-FUNCTION 

CLUTCH 
IN ROSE GOLD £59
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Bridal Jewellery

BRYONY BEL.
ash circle pave stud earrings silver £32£32

 

Oliver Bonas Eda 
Waved Line Stone Ring £45

 

SEOL+GOLD 
Pave Band Ring £34.95

 

ACCESSORIZE
Mrs bracelet £6

TK MAXX
Yellow Gold 

Open Heart Bracelet, £69
 

FATFACE
FatFace Multi 

Stretch Bracelets £12
 

TK MAXX
Pearl earrings£12.99

 

RIVER ISLAND 
TIE PIN 

AND CUFFLINKS SET £15
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Kendall Hollywood Mirror with LED Lights
 60x80cm Price:£220

 

Getting ready for the big day with

20
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Sandra Viera
Bridal editorial
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Stylist & MUA & Hair: @sandiimua
Photo: @straightfocusfilmsllc

Model: @godddess_jesss
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Oliver Bonas 
Loire Gold & Glass

 Jewellery Box £32.50
 



Johanna Bigwood
Sent With Love
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Cr Dir: @beautylensimages
Model: @foreignkay._

Photo: @sweetviewphotos
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LUXURY LAVENDER SILK EYE MASK 
ZEBRA CARNIVAL£25

 

Get honey moon 
ready ...
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John Garcia
Urban Glam Styled Shoot
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Photographer: John Garcia
Model: Annikka Dobko

 
Wardrobe Credits: 

 
Taffetta and Tulle Bridal, EW Menswear
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Photos and planning: 
JC Garcia Photography 
@jcgarciaphotographyYYC

Venue: @venue308yyc
Bridal dress: @taffetaandtullebridal
Groomswear: @ewmenswear
HMUA: @exoticbeautylounge
Decor: @countrychicweddingdesigns
Florists: @lizfloristyyc
Cake: @chartieryyc
Donut wall: @chairflair
Donuts: @joyce_bites
Stationary: @loveskydesign
Bridal jewelry: Silver Blush Weddings
Harpist duo: @highlystrungharpists
Video: @neldaweddings
Model: @annikka_dobko
Model: @caleb.thorsen
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Anna Juliet Creative 
Womens Silk Scarf 
43x196cm 
Hot Pink Tulip on Sky Blue 
£275
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Anna Juliet Creative specialises in limited edition 
pure silk scarves that are designed and made in the UK 

Buy this at www.annajulietcreative.com
 



Sandra Viera
 Bridal
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Stylist & MUA & Hair: @sandiimua
Model: @foamysundaymug
Photo: @straightfocusfilmsllc 39



Kiri & Belle
Handmade 
Baroque Pearl 
Jewellery 
Annaliese 5 Pearl 
Chain Bracelet and Necklace £41-46

40



Handmade baroque pearl hook earrings. 3cm drop. 
Made with large freshwater baroque pearls. 

Available in sterling silver and 14k gold filled. £39-£42
Made in: Hampshire, UK

Materials sourced from: UK, USA and China.
Sourcing: Ethical (Sedex audits for Chinese suppliers, Other

Statements and Certification for UK and USA suppliers)
Stockists: Mainly through website www.kiriandbelle.com  but also

Hannah Elizabeth Bridal, Kindling Bridal, Yes Bridal, Nora Eve
Bridal, Halo and Wren, Vintage Quine.

Packaging: Eco friendly FSC certified boxes
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ANDERSON
Stephanie

Silvia Designs

42
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 Orchid Satin Robe £30

For your Perfect Hen-do
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Hen night
Essentials Kit

Frankie Fringed Embroidered Kimono, £110; 
Clementine Bikini Top, £19; 

Clementine Bikini Bottom, £1546



GETTING PERSONAL
Personalised Mug 

Don't Talk To Me I'm Hungover £9.99
 

Oliver Bonas 
Candy Stripe 

Cocktail Spoon & Jigger £29.50
 
 

 
GETTING PERSONAL

Prosecco Pong £13.99
 
 
 

Accessorize x WWF 
Zebra Eye Mask & 

Pouch & Scrunchie £20
 



Patricia Kelley
The Chelsea
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Photo: @patriciakelley_photographer
Model: Aaron Belcher
Model: Sara Belcher
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Photographer: Patricia Kelley
Model: Aaron Belcher

Model: Sara Belcher
 

Wardrobe Credits: 
 

Tiffanys Bridal
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Blouson Bridal Maxi Dress Ivory £359
Rhonda Embellished Shorter Length Dress Brown £170

 Kathy Embroidered Maxi Dress in Recycled Polyester Silver £150
Baby Tulle Skirt Bridesmaid
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Mother of Pearl - Organic Silk Eyemask £30



Julia Barbashova 
 

True LOVE 
Lasts Forever

54

Copywriter's 

Choice



Photo: @barbashovajuls
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Viktoria Novikova
Married to the Sea...
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Editor's 

Choice
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What does a red dress at a wedding mean?

Red: Wearing a red wedding dress can signify many things. Red is a sign of warmth
and love. It is also shows boldness—a great choice for the bride who really wants
to make a statement. Other adjectives include excitement, strength, passion,
determination, desire and courage
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Your Honeymoon 
Shopping Guide
by Glamville

Getting Personal 
Personalised 

Stainless Steel 
Luggage Tags£14.99

 

SALT
SUN
LOVE

River Island 
Printed Beach 

Sarong - Pink - £28
 
 

PRIMARK 
Beach Bum Body

Cream, £3
 
 

ACCESSORIZE 
Mrs Straw
Beach Bag
 £35

TK MAXX
Warm Beach Wood

Scented Candal£7.99
 
 
 

WILKO
Rustic 
rplastic 

wine glass£2.25
 
 
 
 



No doubts - you hear Maldives and you instantly think
romance and honeymoon. The tropical South Asian nation is
made up of 26 coral atolls in the Indian Ocean, which means
unlimited beaches, turquoise waters for miles, extensive reefs
and plenty of fresh fish and seafood. You’re pretty secluded at
whichever of the luxurious resorts you choose—such as the
Four Seasons' dream collection and pioneering, super-private
luxury resorts with floating private villas, so expect a vacation
filled with intimate meals, spa treatments, underwater
adventures and just plain relaxation, celebrating your love to
each other and your new life together!

Maldives

Honeymoon Destinations
April 2022

Amalfi Cost, Italy 

For most newlyweds, your honeymoon is the trip of a lifetime. Sure, you may end up taking
bigger or wilder trips down the road, probably with your growing family, but the first post-
wedding getaway is epic. It allows you time to enjoy each other with all the planning and
stress behind you. It sets the tone for the adventures you’ll have in your future, and it
provides memories that will last your lifetime.

There are many reasons the Amalfi Coast
continues to be at the top of
honeymooners’ bucket lists. It’s hard to
picture more classically romantic a scene
than Positano’s steep village streets,
Moorish architecture, azure water and
colorful loungers and umbrellas lining the
dark sandy beaches.

Bali, Indonesia
A honeymoon in Bali is pure magic. The
Indonesian island—the only one in the huge
country that’s Hindu—is a perfect place for
passion. With a bit more of an exotic feel than
the tropical islands closer to the US, Bali
doesn’t only offer unspoiled beaches, surfing,
snorkeling and massages, it’s full of culture, art,
music, rice terraces and temples, many, many
temples. 



Brody Benton Hall
 A Bride on ice

 at the ice Castles in Dillon , CO
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Creative

Director's

Choice



Photo: @brodyhallphotography
Model: @quackattack8
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HAY Neon Tube LED Light£59
 



Mehndi, otherwise known as henna, is a paste
associated with positive spirits and good luck. 

Indian Wedding tradition calls for a Mehndi ceremony
to be held the night before the wedding as a way of
wishing the bride good health and prosperity as she

makes her journey on to marriage.

Henna Facts



Amaan Imam
Pretty Pink
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Photographer: Amaan Imam
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: Isha Wadhwa 

Model: Shalini Bhatia
Fashion Designer: Clad Clan

Retoucher: Sudan
 

Wardrobe Credits: 
 

Clad Clan
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Amaan Imam
Pretty Pink
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Wedding
Traditions
from around
the world

The Bridal Issue 
                               Glamville Magazine

Written by Velina Georgieva

From the bride tossing her bouquet to wearing
something old, new, borrowed, and blue, there
are many wedding customs are still so popular
today that even the most non-traditional couples
happily take part. (Why tempt fate and start off
your new marriage with anything other than
good luck vibes?) 
Of course, every country and culture has its own
beloved wedding customs and in this article, we
are highlighting some of the most interesting
and surprising wedding traditions from around
the world. Keep reading to learn about some of
the most awe-inspiring rituals from around the
globe to give you an idea of the many traditions
that go far beyond the bouquet toss

Norway: Brides Wear Crowns to
Deflect Evil Spirits

Want to keep evil spirits far away from your marriage?
Balance lavash flatbread on your shoulders. That's what
newly married Armenian couples traditionally do.
According to the custom, when the bride and groom
enter their wedding reception—typically at the groom's
house—they break a plate for good luck, then are given
lavash and honey by the groom's mother. They balance
the bread on their shoulders to ward off evil and eat
spoonfuls of honey to symbolize happiness, and then
the party really starts.

74

One Norwegian tradition states that the bride
will wear an ornate silver and gold crown that
has small charms dangling all around it. When
she moves, the tinkling sound is supposed to
deflect evil spirits.

Mexico: The Wedding Lasso
During the ceremony, as a Mexican couple is exchanging
their vows, a "lazo," or lasso, made of rosary beads and
flowers is draped around their shoulders in the shape of a
figure eight. Not only does "el lazo" represent the union of
the couple, but its shape also resembles the infinity
symbol, signifying just how long they're hoping the
marriage will last.

Armenia: Bread and Honey



Let's hope the groom remembers to
remove the arrowheads. In China, a
prospective husband will shoot his bride
with a bow and (head-less) arrow several
times, then collects the arrows and breaks
them during the ceremony, to ensure their
love lasts forever.

Another interesting tradition in China is the
so called "Carrying the Bride" 
In China, the bride's family will hire a "good
luck" woman to take care of her as she
travels from her home to her groom's in an
elaborately decorated sedan chair. Even
more, attendants are busy shielding the
bride with parasols and tossing rice (a
symbol of health and prosperity) at the
chair.

China: Bow and Arrow 

In Fiji, when a man asks a woman's father
for her hand in marriage, he must present
his future father-in-law with a whale's
tooth.

In Lebanon, the wedding celebration,
known as the Zaffe, gets off to a
rowdy start with music, belly dancing,
and shouting at both the groom's
and bride's homes courtesy of the
couple's friends, family, and,
occasionally, professional dancers
and musicians. Eventually, everyone
ends up at the bride's house, where
the couple is showered with
blessings and flower petals as they
leave for the ceremony.

Taking the term "groomsman" literally, on
his wedding day, a Greek groom's best
man, or "koumparos," becomes his
barber when he pulls out a razor and
shaves his pal's face. But the groom's day
also has a sweet side. After he's been
freshly shaved, his new mother-in-law will
feed him honey and almonds.

Fiji: Presenting a Whale's Tooth
 

Greece: Shaving the Groom

Lebanon: Music and Dancing 
before the Wedding Ceremony



Before a Czech bride and groom tie the
knot, an infant is placed on the couple's
bed to bless and enhance their fertility.
Once they've wed, guests shower them
with rice, peas, or lentils—also to promote
fertility.

Czech Republic: Placing a Baby on
the Couple's Bed

Now this is a sweet tradition. Newly
married Russian couples share a wedding
sweetbread called "karavay," decorated
with wheat for prosperity and interlocking
rings for faithfulness. Whoever takes the
biggest bite—husband or wife—without
using their hands is considered the head
of the family.

After tying the knot, happy brides and
grooms in the Philippines release a pair of
white doves—one male, one female—into
the air. The birds are said to represent a
harmonious life together for the newly
married couple.

You've heard of the chicken dance, but in
the West African country of Niger, the
camel dance is done at the reception in
the desert by a real camel. The humpback
animal gets his groove on to a rhythmic
drumbeat, all while surrounded by
wedding guests.

Russia: Karavay

 

Niger: Camel Dance

Philippines: Releasing White Doves
 
 



It's a Cuban custom that every man who dances with the bride must pin
money to her dress to help the couple pay for their wedding and
honeymoon. Bank on it!

Cuba: The Money Dance 

Venezuela: Couple Leaves 
Before the End of the Reception

Don't wait until the reception's over to chat up a
Venezuelan couple—they could be long gone.
It's good luck for the newlyweds to sneak away
before the party has come to an end without
getting caught; it's also good luck for whichever
guest catches on that they're gone.

Right before the wedding, it's common for
Indian women to gather their closest girlfriends
and sit for hours at a time to have their skin
intricately painted, in tattoo fashion, with
mehndi, a type of paint made from henna. The
elaborate and beautiful skin art lasts about two
weeks.

India: Mehndi



f you want a fairytale wedding, there’s nowhere quite like Scone
Palace. This enchanting castle is found just outside of Perth and
boasts the longest room in Scotland – the aptly named Long Gallery.
Imagine how special a walk down the aisle will be in that room!
After your ceremony (which can be held in lots of opulent rooms
throughout the castle), there’s only one place you’ll want to host your
reception, in the stunning State Dining Room.

By Velina Georgieva
Copywriter @Glamville Magazine

              1. Carlowrie Castle

3. Scone Palace 

  
                    Have your perfect day…
                            In a castle of your very own!

Exclusive venue in the outskirts of the capital
Edinburgh for private celebrations, corporate events,
weddings and family gatherings.

Picture perfect all year round! 

Scotland's finest wedding venues

Hopetoun House can host up to 250 guests so it’s
ideal for a large guest list. This grand stately home
is an elegant and romantic setting for any
Scottish wedding and is within easy reach of the
capital.
As they only offer a restricted number of
weddings a year, your wedding will be tailored to
your exact requirements and you’ll get the
support you deserve at every stage of the process.
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Dating back to the 14th century, Cluny Castle is a

historic wedding venue situated on over 200 acres

of unspoiled, beautiful Aberdeenshire farmland.

While this is a castle wedding venue, the décor

inside Cluny Castle is much more modern than

most castles.

The dramatic and enchanting chapel is
elegantly decorated with stained glass
windows and dark oak pews, making it
one of the prettiest places to get
married in Scotland.

Cluny Castle
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Cover story

FotoDom
Beauty will save the world

Cover star: Anastasia Deylik
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Photo: @fotodom_stars
Fashion: @kalinich.couture

Model: @kuklova
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Cover story
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Cover story
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Dune London Still Life 
Martine £195 

www.dunelondon.com
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Roses in Pot £6, 
Clear Glass Fishbowl £5, 
Tulip Bouquet £7, 
Clear Glass Shoulder Vase £10, 
Artificial Eucalyptus Stem £2, 
Artificial Cream Herbaceaous Peony Spray £3, 
Artificial Paper Peony £3.50
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Dune London Wedding £75 Luxe Slippers  
www.dunelondon.com
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Lipsy Cold Shoulder Maxi Dress
£72

The Perfect Bridesmaid Dress



www.glamvillemag.comwww.glamvillemag.com
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Prepared by MagCloud for Shallan Holinaty. Get more at glamvillemagazine.magcloud.com.


